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Bleacher report warriors vs cavs



Tony Dejak/Associated PressCalier Cleveland is the best team in the Eastern Conference and will likely play again in the NBA Finals this season. But they should forget about Larry O'Brien's victory if they're there waiting for them. Stephen Curry and the other defending champions entered Cleveland on
Monday night and erased the Cavaliers, 132-98. Curry finished with 35 points and seven three-pointers, and the game ended after the first quarter. Golden State started the game with a clear goal, as if it wanted to remind the Cavaliers how dominant they can be when playing their best basketball. Five
players scored twice, and the defense forced 15 cleveland turnovers. The Warriors even reduced LeBron James' contribution, holding the Kings to 16 points on 16 field-goal attempts. At the very least, the Cavaliers can comfort the fact that the Warriors are in the Western Conference and won't prevent
them from hanging another Eastern Conference banner in the rafters. SB Nation's Mike Prada has an answer for anyone who thought the Cavaliers would win last year's NBA Finals with a perfectly healthy roster: Reggie Mike Prada @MikePradaSBNHey so maybe Kyrie and Love were two weak
defenders. To pounce on the Warriors in last year's finals.The Warriors wasted little time in the cleveland area, where they are in the NBA order, when they made their first five shots on their way to a 12-2 lead. Among those photos is this long-range bomb by Curry, the NBA's TNT:NBA on TNT
@NBAonTNTWe are definitely underway on TNT! #GSWatCLE Warriors continued to roll during the opening 12 minutes and set up a 34-21 lead. Curry hit four three-pointers in the first quarter alone on his way to 16 points, and John Dickinson of the Bay Area's 95.7 game realized the visitors hadn't
gotten involved in this snappy game: John Dickinson @JDJohnDickinson # Warriors up 34-21 after 1. GSW is currently ineligible. Taking shots, moving the ball for stumps, Curry on fire. SB Nation summed up the first quarter: SB nation @SBNationLOL Steph already. The visitors didn't slow down in the
second quarter and andre Iguodala Dunk made it 52-32 with 5:52 remaining by halftime. ESPN's Bomani Jones pointed out that the result made sense when they agreed with comments James made at the start of the season: El Flacco @bomani_jonesin other news, LeBron began the year saying the
Warriors were hungrier than the squabbles. The score is 52-32. McCollum and the Blazers snapped a post-season losing streak for jenniferStars investing in plant-based food as the nba's vegan sweeps This Season Jarrett Allen is one of RimWade's hottest protectors of the NBA, having created epic
moments this Westbrook season making history while honoring Nipsy HughesyDevin Booker making history with a point-scoring spot. Dropped his career 69 points Bosh gets his Jersey, raised on the shelves in MiamiSft returns to Houston for the first time since his moon landing TrollLou Williams comes
for a repeat of sixth man of the yearPat Beverly Has The Scissors steal of La SplendourLeBron continues Shredding NBA Record BooksYou Hot Streak is heating up the ROY race with LukeLeBron and 2 Chainz form Superteen to release a new album #OneLastDance dominate FebruaryNumbered fans
go wild after unforgettable moments with stephEight before. whispers Melo trading Melo on KnicksWo years ago, If the NBA raises the stakes, the only positive thing that happened in Cleveland in the first half was Curry's third personal offense. that sent him to the bench for the final minutes before the
poll. Still, the Warriors pushed their way to 30 before taking a 70-44 advantage in the locker room, and SportsCenter noted that the break-up was historic: SportsCenter @SportsCenterThis is only the second time that the Cavaliers have been chased by 25+ in a game in which LeBron, Kyrie and Love
have all played. s Bill Simmons reflects on Golden State's 26th spot halfway through: Bill Simmons @BillSimmonsI I know it's reg. season, but SA is closer + closer to GSW and GSW needed to kick afer's for holding alphadotnos... So... Things took another turn for the worse for Cleveland early in the third
quarter when officials ejected J.R. Smith for pouting through Harrison Barnes' screen, giving Smith a foul-2. Dave McMenamin of ESPN.com described how problematic it was for the home team, given that 14 points on guard are Cleveland's lone bright spots: Dave McMenamin @mctenJ.R. Smith with a
foul 2 after a review. He's out. He was the leading score from Cavs. They are down 32 pts after technically FTsMcCollum and the Blazers snapped postseason losing streak to JenniferStars investing in plant-based foods as the NBA's vegan sweeps Have some wild technologies This seasonJar Allen is
one of the HOTTEST protectors of the NBA's Bryns created epic moments this SeasonWestbrook made history while honoring HussleDevin Booker making history with a point tear 29 years ago. Jordan dropped a career-high 69 points Bosch got his Jersey Grown up in the Rafters at Miami Stumps
returning to Houston for the first time since his landing Nelson Lou Williams came in for a repeat of sixth man of the year, The Beverly Bears stealing the glitter LaLeBron Supports Shredd ing NBA record booksYoung's Hot Streak is heating up the ROY competition with LuceleBron and 2 Chainz form
Superteam to release new album #OneLastDance dominated FebruaryThe yearly fans of The Windies are messing around after unforgettable moments with Stephuaite years The Nuggets traded Melo to the Knicks two years ago, the Kings sent to the Pelicans ASG will be He lifted the Golden State
Stakes to 84-51 in the third quarter, and CBS Sports' Matt Moore found another way to describe how bad it was for the Cavaliers: Hard-hard parochies @HPbasketballThe the Cavaliers made 2 3-pointers on the floor tonight. Steve Kerr made one this morning. The Warriors went 104-67 after the third
quarter and sent many Cleveland fans to the exits. Shay Serrano offered to play: @SheaSerranothe shay Serrano is the favorite to make it to the Finals in the East and lost by 40 --- the Warriors were silly, good Cavaliers who looked ready to go home in the second half. but Michael Pine of of The Blazers
report noted one reason why the Warriors are more effective than most of the league:Michael Pine @MichaelVPinaDraymond Green was cut to 30 points in mid-January. His team is 38-4. It's a different breed. The fans were leaving and the main players were on the bench. But at least Cleveland's Twitter
account knew it was time to finish strong in the fourth quarter: The Cleveland Cavaliers @cavsTime to finish strongly. #CAVSWARRIORS GALLERY: a mismatch between the Warriors and Cavaliers is painfully obvious to fans of Monday's losers, and Kurt Helin of Pro Basketball Beneish is starting to look
at the big picture, with the second half of Golden State continuing to add to the stunning boundary: Kurt Helin @basketballtalkJanuary games don't decide June games, it's just a benchmark. But after the loss to the Spurs and Warriors, the Cavs have serious questions. The Warriors built their lead to 114-
71, marking a low point in James' career as ESPN Statistics &amp;quot;Info &amp;quot;statistics &amp;quot;quot; &quot;Info &amp;quot;@ESPNStatsInfoIn fact, the 43-point deficit is LeBron James's biggest deficit in any game of his career (1,127 games)! Laugh Report:I bleached
@BleacherReportRecap of tonight's Cavs-Warriors game Devine of Yahoo Sports provided a glimpse of some of the other members of the crowd in the victorious minutes of Golden State's dominant win: Dan Devine @YourManDevine #squadrons never threatened in the celibacy fourth quarter. as both
rested their first contributors, and Golden State completed the victory statement, 132-98. What's next? At 38-4, the Warriors are within striking distance of the Chicago Bulls' 1995-96 72-10 record. They really lost two of the three coming into Monday's contest, which is why winning is important, especially
with the hard part on the horizon. Golden State will travel to Chicago on Wednesday to face the 24-16 Bulls and then play home games against the 22-19 Indiana Pacers and 36-6 San Antonio Spurs on Friday and Monday, respectively. The competition against Spurs stands out as both teams struggle to
make ends meet in the Western Conference and seemingly on course for a post-season clash as far as the Cavaliers are concerned, they'll take a short break with Wednesday's game against the 11-31 Brooklyn Nets before the tough game against the Los Angeles Clippers and Bulls.It is easy to draw
conclusions from Monday's effort, but it was only one game in a long season. As long as Cleveland takes care of business against Eastern Conference foes like the Nets and Bulls, it will be able to challenge for the title in June.But the Cavs better hope someone upsets the Warriors in the Western
Conference finals before the START of the NBA Finals. Postgame reaction The way the Cavaliers' locker room after the game was about how far they were from Golden State's level. Coach David Blatt said it was McMenamin: I can't sit here with a sincere heart and tell you everything (to explain the
result). We were beaten. James added that Tonight was an example of how far we need to go for a title team. James thought about the last two losses to the Spurs and Warriors, to The Washington Post's Tim Bontempelli: Against the best teams, you want to play well ... We've never done this before.
Bontemps also noted that James said the Cavanaughs were a young team but still didn't have much time together. As for the victorious warriors, Diamond Leung of the New York Bay 49ers said Curry called the effort to tie us up. It's a warrior classic, so the rest of the NBA should be absolutely terrified as
they lock themselves into the competition. Championship.
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